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MADE IN ITALY

Duplicating the original transmitters has never been so easy!
A shell of new design, linear, light and intuitive contains a 
jewel of technology.
The  EGO transmitter  is suitable to unify or replace all 
outproduction radio commands plus the ability to replace almost 
all the models currently trading.
EGO  is able to emulate a large part of the transmitters. The 
frequency spectrum reproduced in self-learning range from 433 
MHz to 868 MHz (excluding quarzate frequencies ranging from 
28.785 MHz to 40.600 MHz).
In addition to the frequency,  EGO  is able to recognize the 
encoding type present in the original (if �xed code or rolling code) 
and replicate it precisely and constantly.
You can store up to 4 transmitters with di�erent frequencies and 
codes (one for each button).

Universal 4-channel multi-frequency transmitter
EGO (from 433,92 MHz to 868,35MHz)

Radio products/

EGO

DOUBLE LED

The double colour led 
makes it easy to 
program.

CLICK

“DOUBLE CLICK” 
ACTIVATION
To avoid unwanted 
automation opening.

CLICK
  CLICK

APE - 550 / 1140

EGO transmitter

APE - 550 / 1140.20

COUNTER BOX
n°20 EGO code APE-550/1140

STANDARD
�nish

ch.1

ch.2
ch.3 ch.4

   THE ALTER-EGO OF YOUR TRANSMITTERS
Unify the existing transmitters

because is an emulator
of an original brand transmitter

https://bit.ly/3sOlzGf

> Scan the QR code / click on the link
Visit our website
EGO / EGO32
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marca A          N2

EGO32
version

Model EGOmade in ITALYSN: 1140
3V    CR2032

32

APE - 550 / 1132

EGO32 transmitter

STANDARD
�nish

APE - 550 / 1140.RD

EGO transmitter
color RED/blue

APE - 550 / 1140.WH

EGO transmitter
color WHITE/blue

APE - 550 / 1140.RP
RECYCLED PLASTIC

EGO transmitter

APE - 550 / 1140.YL

EGO transmitter
color YELLOW/green

https://bit.ly/3sOlzGf

> Scan the QR code / click on the link
Visit our website
EGO / EGO32

COLOURS AVAILABLE:

Both versions, EGO / EGO32 can copy all 
�xed codes from 433,92 to 868,35 MHz. 
The algorithms of rolling codes that are 
not stored in EGO, are added to EGO 32.
Check the user manual on our website to 
discover which EGO �ts your needs.

New eco-friendly 
EGO with 100% 
recycled plastic

shell

NEW

HOW DOES IT WORK
After entering in the program-
ming mode, press as many times 
as required in the key where you 
want to store the original code.

See example:

marca A          N2
marca B          N5
marca C          N6

The table in the 
instructions

To add the code of “BRAND A” 
in the EGO transmitter, press 
N2 times the button that you 
want to store (see the �rst row 
in the table). For “BRAND B” 
instead, press it N5 times (see 
the second row in the table).

CLICK
   CLICK
      ...

CODE GENERATOR FEATURE
If the original transmitter is not available or 
damaged EGO is provided internally with 
the codes from the models described in 
the instructions.
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